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Covalent Bolsters Apache
Overseas
Upshot:

Taking advantage of January's
US export legislation,
Covalent began shipping
industrial strength encryption
to overseas Apache users.
 

January's revamped US export rules
could create a windfall for Apache
if Covalent lives up to its
expectations. One of the first
companies to offer comprehensive
support and services for Apache
Web servers, Covalent announced
this week that it will ship its 128-bit
encryption technology abroad for

the first time. The company believes that the international release of
Raven SSL, encryption software used to safely transfer data, could
pump up the product's sales by 25 to 50 percent -- and possibly pave
Apache's ascent into international enterprises.

Introduced in 1995 by a small team of do-it-yourself-type hackers,
Apache now holds 60 percent of the world's Web server market,
according to Netcraft's March 2000 server survey. Microsoft, in
comparison, holds only 21 percent. While the Redmond giant claims
that the density of its servers is much higher in the high tech and
ecommerce arenas, Covalent is betting that its commercial services will
help make the open source Apache code a no-brainer for enterprise
types.

One of the biggest factors facing companies choosing their
infrastructure technology is security, and Covalent has played a large
role in bringing that added layer to Apache both through its
commercial products and its contributions. Chairman Randy Terbush is
one of the eight original contributors to the Apache Web server, and his
company continues to be heavily involved in the efforts of the Apache
Software Foundation.

Covalent's international expansion is the result of mid-January
legislation that enables US companies to export industrial-strength
encryption technology to businesses, individuals, and nongovernment
users. Terbush points out that the long-awaited legislation still puts
some limitations on his company's exports. It's unable, for example, to
export code to known terrorist countries, a restriction that the hacker
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community criticized as heavy-handed and unrealistic. For the most
part, however, companies are closing in on the opportunities the new
rules have created for them, and their software developers.  
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